THIS REPORT DESCRIBES THE RESULTS of an international consultation with researchers, research donors, public health practitioners and representatives of partner agencies within and outside the United Nations system. It aims to provide guidance on the most important contributions that the global research community can make to help protect human health from the impacts of climate change.
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Climate change is now recognized as one of the defining challenges of the 21st century, and protecting health from its impacts is an emerging priority for the public health community. Further, the potential range and magnitude of associated health risks should be central to the rationale for actions to mitigate the occurrence of climate change. Research in this field is increasing, but it is still comparatively weak in relation to the complexity of the issue and the magnitude of the health risks that may arise from inadequate or inappropriate responses. In addition, to date, research has mainly concentrated on the identification, characterization and quantification of the linkages between climate and health, with less focus on applied research to lessen associated health risks.

National governments are now committing to undertake evidence-based actions to protect health from climate change. In May 2008, the 193 Member States that constitute the World Health Assembly (WHA) passed a resolution calling for a stronger commitment from Member States and the World Health Organization (WHO) to protect health from climate change. In particular, the resolution called on WHO to work with other agencies to identify research requirements and pilot projects that should be supported by the international community on a series of practical themes, with the aim of designing effective actions.

In response to the WHA resolution, WHO convened a global consultation of public health researchers, practitioners, representatives of the United Nations (UN) and other agencies, and donors. This culminated in a meeting attended by over 70 leading professionals in this field. Their insights have contributed to the development of a series of recommendations for priority areas of research and risk management, and guidance on how to support further progress on this issue.

Research on climate change and health must be placed more firmly within the overall context of improving global health, and health equity, rather than being considered as a stand-alone issue. Most of the health impacts of climate change arise as a result of the extension or amplification of existing health hazards. Related research should have a greater focus on operational decisions, linking decreasing the burden of climate-sensitive diseases and managing weather-related health risks to the long-term aim of ensuring that populations are resilient to climate change. This should include making use of the huge research capacity that is already addressing relevant issues, such as vector control or air pollution.

Improved risk assessment is necessary to inform decision-makers about the broad range of health impacts due to climate change at the international, national and local levels. Research in this field should build stronger bridges between assessment of the immediate health risks of climate variability and the effects of long-term climate change, in the context of other relevant trends, such as socioeconomic development and urbanization. This should include improved estimation of the contribution of both meteorological hazards, and climate change, to the burden of mortality and morbidity, with greater attention to previously
neglected mechanisms, such as the diverse effects of population displacement, or
the degradation of water supplies and other ecosystem services. It should further
use disaggregated data to identify and describe the health risks to particularly
vulnerable population groups, especially those exposed to multiple hazards.

**There is a need for a comprehensive evaluation of the effectiveness, and
cost-effectiveness, of interventions aiming to protect health from climate-
related hazards.** As climate change will exacerbate many existing health problems,
expanding the coverage of proven interventions for those problems should both
improve health now and reduce the impact of future climate change. However, there
have been few systematic evaluations of environmental health interventions, and
fewer still that consider whether they will be compromised by climate change. It is
recommended that a programme of systematic reviews of the cost-effectiveness of
interventions to address key climate-sensitive health risks, over a range of contexts,
be carried out. Meanwhile, tools for cost-effectiveness analyses that take into account
the uncertainty and very long timeframes that characterize climate change should be
developed, and best practices at local and national levels identified.

**Research on the health effects of mitigation and adaptation decisions in
other sectors can help to avoid harm, and identify important opportunities
for health promotion.** Around the world, climate change is forcing societies to
consider fundamental changes in how they supply energy, transport, housing, food
and water. Applied research can help maximize the health co-benefits of greenhouse
gas mitigation, and avoid health-damaging “maladaptations” to climate change. This
should include definition of best practice for assessing health in mitigation policies,
from “macro” level policies (e.g. carbon pricing), to local and sector-specific decisions,
such as home insulation schemes. It is recommended that sectors such as household
energy use, electricity production and transport should be a particular priority for
mitigation studies, and that such studies should expand to include a wider range
of pathways to health impacts. There is a particular requirement for studies of
the health effects of adaptation policies in the agriculture and water sectors, such
as increasing use of wastewater. These sectoral studies can be complemented by
settings-based approaches that provide a more holistic assessment of the effect of,
for example, urban development plans on all aspects of health and well-being.

**Applied research on surveillance and other decision-support tools is necessary
to enhance operational effectiveness and early warning.** WHO has published
general guidance for vulnerability assessment and adaptation planning, and there is
a wide range of decision-support tools for identifying and prioritizing risks. Existing
disease surveillance systems and operational procedures already cover most climate-
sensitive diseases, and there is great interest in using environmental information to
enhance early warning for health threats. The main recommendations are for applied
research to improve the application of these tools. This should include pilot testing
of existing guidance during climate change adaptation planning, such as preparation
of National Adaptation Programmes of Action. Similarly, there is currently a lack of
field-testing of the usefulness of weather and climate predictions, as measured by
improvements in health or more efficient use of resources. Other research is needed
to improve understanding of the kinds of information, dissemination methods,
and participatory approaches that are most effective in engaging decision-makers,
including the general population.
Improved economic assessments of the costs associated with the health impacts of climate change can help support investment in health adaptation programmes, and support mitigation policies that enhance health. The few relevant studies suggest that unmitigated climate change, in the coming several decades, will significantly increase financial costs to health services, for example through increased demands for prevention and treatment of diarrhoea, malaria and malnutrition. Similarly, economic evaluations of mitigation policies suggest that these could bring major health co-benefits, covering much of the cost of the initial investment. While critically important, this field is in its infancy. There is a need for much greater standardization of methods, particularly on how best to represent uncertainty, the relative value of future benefits (e.g. discounting), and the achievement of equity. These methods should be applied to assess the health costs of inaction on climate change, the costs and benefits of investing in health adaptation, at the global, regional or local level, as well as of mitigation actions impacting on health. A wider range of health impact pathways than those considered so far should be taken into account.

The necessary research effort will not occur spontaneously: It requires a sustained process to update and adapt priorities and mobilize resources, as well as recognition that the strengthening of applied interdisciplinary research to protect health is an essential investment in responding to the challenge of climate change. An iterative process of consultation between researchers and decision-makers (particularly those from the most vulnerable populations), is needed to update and adapt research priorities. This may be best accomplished not by a single formal process, but by a continuous collaboration and exchange of information among actors through a variety of means (i.e. consultations on specific issues or in different geographical areas). The establishment of a virtual forum, which would also highlight opportunities for research funding and training, and for collaboration on research projects, should be considered. High priority should be given to building capacity in this field, with a focus on developing countries that are most vulnerable to the health effects of climate change and have the weakest research capacity. This will require additional funding, although the necessary investment is likely to be very small compared to current investment in climate research, marginal compared to the economic implications of adaptation and mitigation decisions, and trivial compared to the potential health consequences of either unmanaged climate change, or poorly designed climate policies.
Weather and climate affect the key determinants of human health: air, food and water. They also influence the frequency of heatwaves, floods and storms as well as the transmission of infectious diseases. In addition, policies to mitigate climate change (for example in the energy, transport or urban planning sectors) have a direct and important influence on health, for example through effects on local air pollution, physical activity, or road traffic injuries.

At the 2008 World Health Assembly (WHA), 193 Member States of the World Health Organization (WHO) committed through Resolution 61.19 to a series of actions to confront the health risks associated with climate change, and called on WHO to provide support.1 The resolution makes a clear request for more applied research on the linkages between climate, policies addressing climate change and health outcomes, requesting WHO:

*to continue close cooperation with appropriate United Nations organizations, other agencies and funding bodies, and Member States, to develop capacity to assess the risks from climate change for human health and to implement effective response measures, by promoting further research and pilot projects in this area, including work on:*

- health vulnerability to climate change and the scale and nature thereof;
- health protection strategies and measures relating to climate change and their effectiveness, including cost-effectiveness;
- the health impacts of potential adaptation and mitigation measures in other sectors such as water resources, land use and transport, in particular where these could have positive benefits for health protection;
- decision-support and other tools, such as surveillance and monitoring, for assessing vulnerability and health impacts, and targeting measures appropriately;
- assessment of the likely financial costs and other resources necessary for health protection from climate change.

This is a formidable challenge. The linkages between climate change and health are complex, and interact with many other influences. For example, the main concern regarding climate change is that it has the potential to worsen existing health challenges, such as control of water- and vector-borne diseases, particularly for the poorest populations. However, factors such as socioeconomic status, access to health services, and local capacity to cope with weather-related hazards, all determine the level of health vulnerability to climate change, and must be taken into account when assessing risks or planning adaptation measures.
Applied research in this field should therefore not separate climate change and health as a single, stand-alone issue, but instead contribute to the wider goal of improving overall health and health equity, through:

(1) Addressing current health burdens that may be made worse as a result of climate change, especially in low-income countries and high-risk communities;

(2) Making use of the vast body of existing research knowledge and capacity that is available in related fields, such as management of environmental health risks, or control of infectious diseases;

(3) Responding directly to the requirements of decision-makers, particularly those responsible for the health of the most vulnerable populations;

(4) Providing information on the health consequences of decisions at all levels, from mitigation of climate change, to management of climate risks and vulnerability factors, to treatment of diseases that are affected by climate;

(5) Helping decision-makers to prioritize how they use their resources, and ensure that research and control efforts in climate change and health build on, rather than distract from, ongoing efforts to address immediate health challenges.
Research to help achieve these aims spans a broad spectrum, from the more academic to the more applied.\textsuperscript{2,3} Basic, epidemiological and academic public health research includes research on exposure-response relationships, on estimating the current and potential future health impacts of climate change (including through currently poorly understood mechanisms such as ecosystem degradation), and understanding risk perception and risk communication. At the other end of the spectrum lies operational or action research, which aims to evaluate, for example, the overall impacts and cost-effectiveness of specific policies to protect and promote health, or to promote community engagement in defined settings.

In order to guide research in this field, WHO carried out a global consultation. Experts on climate change, health and related disciplines produced background reports covering each of the themes identified by the WHA Resolution, as well as an additional report on how to support research in this field.\textsuperscript{4-9} This was followed by an online consultation, and a three-day workshop attended by over 70 leading researchers, health practitioners, and representatives of funding bodies and other United Nations (UN) agencies. This report presents the conclusions and recommendations from this process, with the aim of improving the evidence base for policies to protect health from climate change.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE GLOBAL RESEARCH COMMUNITY

I) ASSESSING THE RISKS

Climate change will act, mostly, as a multiplier of existing health risks. The absolute magnitude of impacts will therefore reflect the extent of climatic-environmental exposure, the susceptibility of the exposed population, the background frequency of each particular disease or cause of injury or premature deaths, and the capacity of public health practices and services to further reduce those frequencies and respond to changing patterns of weather and climate-related health risks.\(^4\)

Improved understanding of the health risks resulting from climate change is relevant to two important policy objectives: (i) for more fully informed decision-making about the need for, and schedule of, mitigation of climate change; and (ii) as an information base for choosing and developing adaptive strategies to lessen already unavoidable health-related consequences of climate change.

Figure 2: Research tasks relevant to informing policies to protect health from climate change

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Empirical data-based studies</th>
<th>Scenario-based health risk projections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Determine (from both present and recent past observations) the ‘baseline’ climate-health relations</td>
<td>4. Prediction of future risks (modelling)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Detect any emerging impacts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Estimate current climate change related burden</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Assess adaptive strategies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Assess health impacts of mitigation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PAST** | **PRESENT** | **FUTURE**

Note: A wide range of research tasks are relevant to informing policies to protect health from climate change. These span: (1) learning from the recent past; (2) detecting current (observable) impacts; (3) statistically estimating current impacts (without direct observation); and (4) using information from category 1, applied to scenarios of climate change, to estimate future risks to health. Tasks (5) and (6) relate to assessing current interventions, and are dealt with elsewhere in this report.

Source: McMichael et al.\(^4\)
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**Improved evaluation of current climate-related health risks, rather than a primary focus on risks over very long timeframes**

Improved understanding of current climate-health relationships is essential to all other research objectives, from the identification of effective interventions, to evaluation of cost-effectiveness and overall impacts. A greater focus on immediate health risks also provides a better match to the relatively short time horizons of most decision-makers. It lays the basis for iterative, evolving strategies to manage weather-related risks (such as from natural disasters), seasonal or interannual variability (e.g. in the transmission of infectious disease), and gradual climate trends. Relevant approaches include the application of well-established methods, such as time-series studies to describe the current relationships between meteorological variables and health risks, and rapidly developing fields such as empirical and biological modeling of the climatic and other determinants of infectious disease distribution. Robust evidence of current climate-health relationships is also essential for any assessment of longer-term risks, through screening of health outcomes likely to be affected by climate change in the population of interest, and estimation of likely future risks to health in response to specified scenarios of climate change and changes in baseline levels of vulnerability, morbidity and mortality.

**Identification of vulnerable populations and life stages**

More systematic research is needed to identify subsections of populations that are most vulnerable to particular climate-related hazards (e.g. case-control studies to identify age- or sex-related differences in risk of death or injury in extreme weather events), or multiple hazards (e.g. identification of geographical populations or ethnic groups living in “hotspots” of food insecurity, infectious disease and flood or drought risks). Conversely, it is necessary to identify the characteristics of health “resilience” that improve ability to adapt to climatic and related changes.

**Quantification of the fraction of morbidity and mortality attributable to climate hazards, and to climate change**

Further research is required to improve estimates of the fraction of current morbidity and mortality that is reasonably attributable to climate-related hazards (such as natural disasters, food shortages, and climate-related infectious diseases), and the potential future effects of climate change on these burdens, at global, regional and local levels. This should include systematic reviews to collate currently dispersed information on some health impacts (e.g. on the immediate health implications of floods or other natural disasters), as well as the development of new methods for assessing risks that are currently difficult to evaluate in a systematic or quantitative manner (e.g. the range of immediate- and long-term health implications of regional drought and food shortages).

**Better assessment of neglected climate-health linkages**

To date, the research agenda on health risks from climate change has mainly focused on those risks that are easier to address with standard epidemiological methods, such as the impacts of heat and cold extremes. It is necessary to be more proactive,
and to prioritize research on those health risks that may cause the greatest health impacts (burdens), and where such information is most likely to help improve policy. Currently neglected areas include those that are potentially quantifiable using current methods (e.g. the effects of climatic conditions on a range of sensitive vector-borne diseases, both globally and locally), those that are difficult to quantify (e.g. effects on food and nutrition or mental health), those that have a long causal chain between climate and health impacts (e.g. the diverse health effects of population displacement), and those that are emerging or uncertain (e.g. altered risks of asthma or kidney stones). Assessing the particular characteristics of health risks arising from climate change should firstly include development of new risk assessment methods that are comprehensive enough to assess diffuse and uncertain risks, and yet remain systematic, transparent and replicable, as well as improved ways of handling, expressing and communicating the inherent uncertainties throughout much of this field of research.

II) IDENTIFYING THE MOST EFFECTIVE INTERVENTIONS

The increasing concern over health risks arising from climate change is stimulating greater focus on identifying and implementing preventive interventions. Given that climate change is likely to exacerbate existing health challenges, a significant part of the associated risks should be avoidable through wider implementation of existing, proven and cost-effective interventions, coupled with more strategic forward planning, as well as through the development of new interventions. As climate-related health burdens are borne predominantly by the poor and other vulnerable groups, strengthening deployment of existing, effective interventions can bring immediate improvements in health and health equity-related challenges, as well as decreasing vulnerability to future health-related risks of climate change.

For example, studies suggest that preventive measures, such as improved water supply and sanitation, are highly cost-effective in health terms and also bring other benefits – making a strong case for investment in preventive rather than reactive or curative measures. Newer approaches to mitigating climate-related risks, such as heat health warning systems, also appear to be cost effective.

Ideally, there should be a single, standardized evidence base of comparative effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of relevant health interventions, allowing decision-makers to select the optimal intervention strategy for a given population or setting. However, due to the difficulties in evaluating interventions to manage environmental risk factors in different contexts, this evidence base is far from complete. Also, changes in climate and natural environment – as well as in socioeconomic conditions – may affect the cost-effectiveness of current interventions. Assessment is further complicated by the complex interactions between economic growth, climate change and health, and the changing dynamics of health determinants among vulnerable populations. Classical cost-effectiveness analyses are likely to be inappropriate to inform decisions that are either long-term or far in the future, with analytical results depending as much on the approach and assumptions used, as on real differences in cost-effectiveness.
Systematic reviews of the evidence base for interventions

There is a lack of targeted, systematic reviews to identify and assess the effectiveness of interventions to control key climate-sensitive health risks, for example, for the control of vector-borne diseases, or heat health action plans. Further work in this field should build on the large body of existing evidence found in individual studies, and in reviews of environmental health interventions in general.\textsuperscript{6} They should also give guidance on adapting general assessments of effectiveness where local data are incomplete, and interpreting whether these interventions are likely to be affected by changes in climate, or other health determinants. For example, this should include reviews of the effectiveness of approaches such as Integrated Vector Management (IVM) to simultaneously control disease, respond to ecological change and reduce pesticide use and insecticide resistance, in different settings.\textsuperscript{7} There is also a role for detailed “bottom-up” case studies of settings in which health interventions were or were not effective in addressing climate-related health risks; for example through retrospective analysis of actions taken to protect health during heatwaves, including comparisons between different years, or between different locations affected by similar events.\textsuperscript{8}

Methodological research to improve analytical tools for cost-effectiveness analysis

There is a need for research aiming to develop appropriate tools for assessing effectiveness, cost-effectiveness and cost–benefit analysis that are appropriate for the particular characteristics of health risks resulting from, and influenced by, climate change. This should include specific approaches to quantitative evaluation of the effectiveness, and cost-effectiveness, of the major policy- and intervention-related decisions identified in this report, both inside and outside the health sector.

III) GUIDING HEALTH-PROMOTING MITIGATION AND ADAPTION DECISIONS IN OTHER SECTORS

Around the world, decision-makers are considering how they can reduce greenhouse gas emissions and their impacts on the global climate, and adapt to rapidly changing meteorological conditions. Some sectors, such as energy production, will have to be fundamentally transformed if they are to achieve the goals that are now being set at global, national and sub-national levels, while also meeting the requirements of expanding economies and global populations. Many of these decisions have substantive implications for health – both positive and negative.\textsuperscript{6}

For example, energy production and use, including for transport, are among the largest contributors to greenhouse gas emissions. At the same time, the disease burdens that are affected by decisions in these sectors are also substantial. They include the approximately 800,000 annual deaths from outdoor air pollution, the 1.2 million from road traffic injuries, the 1.5 million from indoor air pollution, and the estimated 1.9 million from physical inactivity.\textsuperscript{19, 20} The global effort to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from energy production and use is therefore a critical opportunity for health promotion – in turn giving further support for more rapid mitigation of climate change.
Similarly, decisions taken by water and agriculture agencies, including adaptations to climate change, also have the capacity to increase or decrease risks from a range of infectious diseases, undernutrition and other health risks. Adaptation steps implemented for the water sector, including infrastructure development, irrigation and use of wastewater, are likely to change the pattern of water-related health risks, from ability to ensure necessary household water requirements, to risks of chemical and microbiological contamination, to the abundance of disease vectors. Agricultural policy and practice are also changing rapidly, both in order to mitigate climate change (e.g. through promotion of biofuel production, and lessening of methane emissions), and adapt to changing weather conditions (e.g. changing irrigation and crop selection). Each of these changes has the potential to influence food security, and hence undernutrition, currently the largest single contributor to the global burden of disease.21

While the range and potential significance of these interlinkages is becoming clearer, there remain only a very limited number of studies that explicitly measure the health implications of either general progress in reducing greenhouse gas emissions (i.e. assuming cuts across all sectors), or of specific policies or technology shifts (e.g. replacing coal-fired power with renewable alternatives). Multidisciplinary research will be required to guide decisions in other key sectors so that they also serve to protect and promote health.

Improved methods for assessment of the health implications of decisions in other sectors

The few studies that are now beginning to assess the health consequences of decisions aiming to mitigate or adapt to climate change use very different analytical methods and assumptions, even for very similar challenges. There is a need to develop more generic guidance on conceptual frameworks and methods in order to improve comparability, and assist decision-makers to achieve the greatest health “co-benefits”, and avoid harm. This should cover the full range of potential decisions, from the “macro” level (e.g. global contraction and convergence in carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions; carbon pricing policy and incentives), to more local and sector-specific decisions (e.g. city-level policies to promote public transport, or to protect a natural watershed). The methods developed should be flexible enough to take account of very different local contexts, such as the fundamental issue that poorer populations will generally have to increase rather than reduce energy consumption in order to guarantee basic living conditions and promote health. Finally, new methods should also help describe how costs are distributed across different sectors and how benefits are spread across various population groups, as costs and benefits that apply outside of the responsibility of a given sectoral decision-maker are often ignored.

Health implications of climate change mitigation: energy and transport sectors

Past research has mainly focussed on how policies that reduce greenhouse gas emissions may also improve health by reducing outdoor air pollution. While further research on this pathway is important, there is a fundamental requirement for more comprehensive assessments that also address other pathways for health, such as the potential substantial effects of active and sustainable transport on health via enhanced physical activity, decreased obesity, and fewer injuries. Research in this
field should take account of contextual factors other than climate policy (for example, higher and more variable prices of fossil fuels due to increasing global demand and possible flattening off of supply), and should address clearly defined, realistic policy choices under specific background conditions (e.g. the implications of replacing a polluting energy source with an alternative, rather than simply removing it).

**Figure 3:** Direct and indirect routes by which energy sources may affect human health

*Note:* Decisions in other sectors, such as energy, have multiple important effects on health, which have not yet been fully investigated.

$\text{CO}_2 = \text{carbon dioxide}$; $\text{NO}_x = \text{nitrogen oxide}$; $\text{PM} = \text{particulate matter}$; $\text{SO}_x = \text{sulphur oxide}$

Solid lines indicate health impacts that have been quantified, and dashed lines indicate qualitative evidence.

*Source:* Gohike et al. 24
Health implications of climate change adaptation: water, food and agriculture sectors

Water and agriculture sectors are responding to climatic, demographic and economic changes, with actions having potentially profound health implications. Research should be promoted for a better assessment of the health implications of: a) strategic decisions, such as investment in water demand management (improving efficiency of water use and reducing waste, thereby increasing water availability); b) specific policies (e.g. promotion of small dams, which increase water access but can increase infectious disease transmission); and c) technologies to deal with water stress (e.g. the use of reclaimed water and desalination). In the food and agriculture sector, there is a need for the rapid assessment of the health impacts of policies that are fast-acting such as the increased production of biofuels, which may impact on food security, as well as modelling of the effects of more gradual changes, such as crop selection.

Improved integration of climate change mitigation, adaptation and health through “settings-based” research

Many important decisions affecting climate change mitigation, adaptation and health are by their nature multisectoral. For example, urban development plans cut across all major sectors, with the final decision-making power often lying with a single authority, such as the mayor or local authority. There is therefore great potential for multidisciplinary research to describe the range of societal benefits of, for example, the promotion of green spaces (e.g. reduced heat island effects, improved opportunities for social interactions and physical activity, resilience to flooding), or improved building standards (e.g. reduced energy consumption, greater resilience to extreme weather, reduced opportunities for infectious disease transmission).

IV) IMPROVING DECISION-SUPPORT

Assessments of climate change vulnerability and health risks, particularly at the national level, are essential for adaptation planning. They identify key health strategies, policies and measures, and help to set priorities and allocate resources.

National assessments also help ensure that health is appropriately represented within international policy processes, such as the national communications to the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), and the National Adaptation Programmes of Action (NAPAs). These support sharing of best practices across countries, and help to mobilize resources for adaptation in developing countries.

Guidance for climate change and health impact assessment has been published by WHO. In addition, a wide range of decision-support tools already exist for identifying and prioritizing risks, such as health impact assessment, cost-effectiveness analysis, multicriteria decision-analysis, and environment and health indicators. However, these may not necessarily be appropriate for the particular characteristics of health risks from climate change, including long-term, wide-ranging, uncertain, and non-linear, impacts.
Similarly, once risks have been identified as a priority for action, existing disease surveillance systems and operational procedures help to define when and how to intervene. However, these procedures may have to be revised so they are adequate to address evolving patterns of health risk due to climatic and other changes.

**Figure 4:** Decision-making at different scales: international, national and local

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scales</th>
<th>Indices</th>
<th>Users</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International</td>
<td>National comparisons of vulnerability</td>
<td>UNFCCC Eligibility for adaptation funding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National</td>
<td>Profiles of regional or national vulnerability</td>
<td>Ministry of health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local</td>
<td>Profiles of vulnerable populations. Evaluation of response measures.</td>
<td>Local government, health authorities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Kovats and Chalabi

**Research to improve vulnerability and adaptation assessments**

A stock-taking of the coverage of health issues in national communications and assessments is required, including evaluation of both the process (experts, participation) and the outcome (design, funding and implementation of health adaptation programmes). This area of research should include cataloguing, critical review, pilot testing and revision of the current guidelines for climate change impact, adaptation and vulnerability. This should ensure that decisions are evidence-based, make best use of available resources, and show “due diligence” in considering whether long-term decisions such as building health facilities or water and sanitation infrastructure are still likely to be appropriate in the different climate, socioeconomic and demographic conditions that may evolve in coming decades. In addition, development of a quantitative “health software” model, which shows both existing and projected future burdens of climate-sensitive diseases, would assist integrated assessment of the effects of climate change, and promote allocation of climate change adaptation funds to protect health.
**Improvement of operational predictions**

There is a need for improved and more rigorous assessment of the accuracy of weather and climate predictions for operational early warning systems, from immediate weather-related hazards such as heatwaves and floods, through interannual timescales (e.g. projection of seasonal variation in infectious disease transmission) to longer-term risks (e.g. gradually-rising sea-levels). This should include improved descriptions of prediction uncertainty at local, and regional versus global scales, and the implications that this brings for health protection decisions. It should include value of information analysis of where improvements in collection and integration of climate and health data would bring the greatest improvements in operational performance.

Health protection decisions could be improved through better disease/health surveillance systems, particularly in developing countries. This should include building on existing long-term health surveillance initiatives and networks, such as the Demographic Health Surveillance and INDEPTH systems, through developing and testing indicators of health vulnerability to climate and other hazards in critical regions.

Action research is necessary to carry out “end-to-end” evaluation of the decision-making process from the identification of an emerging health risk (e.g. the early warning or detection of a malaria epidemic), through operational procedures (e.g. division of responsibilities between meteorological and health services) and thresholds of climate or health indicators that trigger defined responses, to assessment of effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of interventions to protect health.

**Improved understanding of decision-making processes**

The most important barrier to improved policy is often not a lack of research data, but poor knowledge management: A failure to ensure that research is relevant to the requirements of stakeholders, is carried out in a way that engages them in the process, and is presented in a manner that can be easily incorporated into their decision-making processes. A better understanding is required of how key groups of decision-makers – from national policy-makers, to public health professionals, to individual citizens – perceive the health risks posed by climate change, and the kinds of information that would help them to take effective action. This should include the full spectrum of health risks and potential responses, from evaluating how well policy-makers outside of the health sector understand the health implications of their decisions, to how individuals perceive and respond to early warnings of health risks from heat waves and other extreme events. It should also include research on the effectiveness of health promotion and social marketing messages in promoting “win-win” policies and individual decisions, which can simultaneously help to mitigate climate change and improve health.
V) ESTIMATING THE COSTS OF PROTECTING HEALTH FROM CLIMATE CHANGE

The international community has committed to invest substantial resources in both climate change mitigation and adaptation, and is currently debating the necessary level of investment and the most appropriate mechanisms. In order to access these resources to protect health, it will be necessary to estimate the size of the overall financial bill and the potential benefits of investment in health protection. Improved economic assessments, as well as better understanding of their limitations, should also ensure that health is more realistically represented in the economic assessment models that are currently used to guide climate change policy.

The early evidence from global, national and local studies suggests that the costs of treating additional cases of illness resulting from climate change may be substantial, and considerably higher than the current budgets allocated for these diseases in most developing countries. However, studies of the health economics of climate change are in their infancy. There are very few estimates of adaptation costs, and these are difficult to compare with other health cost studies because of the use of different metrics and analytical assumptions. The nature of climate change, and the diverse and often indirect ways in which it poses health risks, presents particular challenges. These include the challenge of joint cost (interventions paid for by one sector may have implications across a range of other sectors), as well as the difficulty in distinguishing between ‘costs of inaction’ (i.e. the costs and physical impacts associated with climate change in the absence of planned adaptation or mitigation) and ‘costs of adaptation’ (the costs of taking measures to reduce or to cope with additional health impacts arising as a result of climate change).

In addition, there has been relatively little work on estimating the economic value of the potential health co-benefits that may be gained through climate change mitigation. Considering only the implications of greenhouse gas mitigation on air quality, the most recent assessment report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) concluded that there is “much evidence”, and “high agreement”, that “the monetized health benefits may offset a substantial fraction of the mitigation costs”. However, these assessments have not yet taken into account many potential health benefits, and costs, for example valuing lives saved through improvements in insulation and energy efficiency in houses, or from facilitating safe public and active transport.

Definition of harmonized methods to estimate costs and benefits

In order to promote comparability between economic assessments, there is a need for definition of best practice in assessing the effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of interventions to protect health from climate change, as well as the distribution of costs and benefits in the population. This should also define appropriate assumptions on critical parameters such as the discounting of costs and benefits over time, the importance of equitable distribution of costs and benefits within the populations affected, and methods for describing uncertainty (i.e. not just “best estimates”, but also best- and worst-case scenarios).
Assessment of the health costs of inaction and the costs of adaptation

The very small number of existing studies at the global, regional or local level should be increased. Such assessments should include interventions that are not primarily undertaken by the formal health sector, and describe the size and distribution of both health and non-health benefits across different population groups. They should also include simulation and sensitivity analysis to describe how the multiple sources of uncertainty affect estimates of the costs and benefits of investments, including identifying those that are likely to remain “good deals” under any reasonable scenario of climate change.

Improved economic assessment of the health co-benefits of climate change mitigation

Economic valuation of the direct health implications of climate change mitigation is particularly relevant to policy-makers: Policies that can reduce direct or indirect health costs while also cutting greenhouse gas emissions are more likely to be implemented. This should include extending the harmonized methods described above, and applying them to provide an economic valuation of health costs avoided by alternative policies for climate change mitigation at the global, regional and local levels.
IMPLEMENTING THE AGENDA: PARTNERSHIPS FOR CLIMATE CHANGE AND HEALTH RESEARCH

WHO Member States have made a clear request for applied multidisciplinary research that can support both climate-informed public health policies, as well as health-informed climate policies. While some research donors, such as the European Community, support both international and interdisciplinary collaboration around this issue, the global research effort linking climate and health disciplines is relatively small. Barriers include comparatively few financial resources; weak incentives for individuals to engage in interdisciplinary applied research; allocation of the majority of health research funding to technological and curative solutions rather than population health; and weak institutional partnerships between the research and the operational community that hamper both the communication of user requirements to researchers and the delivery and implementation of applied research to users.9

This calls for a change in research emphasis, a more demand-driven approach to defining the research agenda, and more integrated funding support to address defined problems. There are several overlapping partnerships that cover parts of this agenda. They include, for example, the work of WHO and the Global Forum for Health Research in defining overall health research properties; support from the Special Programme for Research and Training in Tropical Diseases (TDR) for research on environmental influences on tropical infectious disease;36 and multidisciplinary initiatives covering climate change and health in specific regions and countries.37 In addition, many government, charitable and private sector donors are currently developing research portfolios on climate change and health. However, these do not yet cover the full range of functions necessary to produce applied research that responds directly to the requests of Member States, and other stakeholders, particularly in developing countries.

Support an iterative process for reviewing and adapting the research agenda

There is a need for an iterative process of consultation between the research community and decision-makers, involving civil society and particularly representatives of vulnerable groups. This should serve to provide a two-way reality check and education, ensuring that researchers provide information that is as relevant as possible to operational decisions, and that decision-makers are clear about what research is currently possible, or may be in the future. This consultation process is equally relevant at global, regional and local levels, and for all levels of applied research, from providing information on international investments in health adaptation to climate change, to the operational design of early warning and response systems for infectious disease epidemics.
Establish a virtual forum on climate change and health research

Although a great deal of relevant research information and capacity exists, it is highly dispersed across disciplines, individuals and institutions. A virtual forum on climate and health could help to provide a clearing house to bring together the existing body of relevant research methods, tools, data sets and research results, to periodically review the state of the art and major gaps in responding to the requests of decision-makers, and highlight opportunities for research funding and training opportunities. It would also facilitate collaboration between researchers working in this field, including between developing and developed country researchers.

Box 1: Facilitating research on climate change and health: the role of WHO

Research to support health protection from climate change requires contributions from a wide range of disciplines, and the needs will vary from location to location, and through time. No single organization should assume responsibility for defining a research programme that will be appropriate to all actors, in all places. At the same time, however, climate change is a shared global challenge, putting at risk the health and well-being of all populations. WHO therefore contributes to supporting research in this field, in the following areas:

**Linking the research and operational communities:** WHO will continue to reflect the requests of Member States on this issue, made through the World Health Assembly and WHO Regional Committee Meetings. WHO will establish a high-level panel on climate change and health, which will periodically review the state of current knowledge and report to the WHO Director-General, other relevant UN agencies and Member States on the implications for health protection globally. WHO also ensures that relevant research findings are integrated into relevant technical programmes, and encourage their uptake by our national counterparts in ministries of health and other operational agencies.

**Iterative development of research priorities:** WHO commits to work with other partners that bring together health policy-makers and public health researchers to periodically review and update research priorities at the global level. WHO also encourages the refinement and adaptation of these priorities by actors with a specific population, sectoral or disciplinary focus.

**Direct support for targeted research projects:** Where appropriate, WHO engages directly in research projects to meet the expressed needs of Member States, and makes use of its particular strengths of stable and strong relationships with the operational health sector, access to health data, and networks within the public health research community. Relevant research activities would include, for example, assessments of the health co-benefits of mitigation policies at the global and regional levels, and evaluation of the effectiveness of interventions at the national or local levels. They would also include the production and update of key resources, such as guidance on assessing health vulnerability to climate change and planning adaptation strategies.

In all of these activities, WHO works to reduce its own contribution to greenhouse gas emissions, and encourages its partners to do the same.
Establish expert panels to provide oversight, develop guidance and tools

Many of the research tasks outlined above will require a multidisciplinary group either to provide guidance and oversight (e.g. in reviewing and periodically revising the global research agenda, or producing “best-practice” guidance for economic assessments on climate change and health), or to carry out technical projects (such as global assessments of the current and future burden of disease attributable to climate change). In order to ensure coherence, these technical processes should be aligned with relevant international initiatives, such as the IPCC, the Global Energy Assessment, and the Comparative Risk Assessment for health burdens.

Build capacity for climate change and health research, with a focus on developing countries

None of the above will be possible without strengthening research capacity. This will require a particular focus on low- and middle-income countries, where both the health impacts and opportunities for health improvements are likely to be greatest, and yet where research capacity and output are weakest. Capacity-building activities should include opportunities at all stages of career development, from university training curricula, to postgraduate and fellowship support, to opportunities to act as reviewers on grants. As far as possible, it should capitalize on existing programmes, for example promoting appropriate coverage of health within climate change research initiatives such as the International Development Research Centre (IDRC) programme on Climate Change Adaptation in Africa, and the inclusion of climate change as a priority within existing health research programmes.
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